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Local transport in Joint European Tokamak edge-localized, high-
confinement mode plasmas with H, D, DT, and T isotopes
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The edge-localized, high-confinement mode regime is of interest for future Tokamak reactors since
high performance has been sustained for long durations. Experiments in the Joint European
Tokamak@M. Keilhacker et al., Nuclear Fusion39, 209 ~1999!# have studied this regime using
scans with the toroidal field and plasma current varied together in H, D, DT, and T isotopes. The
local energy transport in more than fifty of these plasmas is analyzed, and empirical scaling relations
are derived for energy transport coefficients during quasi-steady state conditions using
dimensionless parameters. Neither the Bohm nor gyro-Bohm expressions give the shapes of the
profiles. The scalings withb andn* are in qualitative agreement with Ion Temperature Gradient
theory. © 2000 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~00!02912-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the main objectives of Joint European Tokam
~JET! experiments is to contribute to the physics and te
nology needed to design International Thermonuclear
perimental Reactor~ITER!.1 The H-mode~high confinement!
with the Edge Localized Mode~ELM!, studied in JET2 and
other tokamaks, is the favored regime for ITER, since it h
obtained enhanced performance~relatively large energy con
finement times! for long durations~many energy confine
ment times!. Many of the experiments during the recent e
tensive campaign in JET with DT plasmas3 were devoted to
studying these ELMy H-mode plasmas. The physics res
of use for ITER include the scaling of the power thresho
for the transition from L-mode to H-mode and the scaling
the global thermal energy confinement time,tE .4

Large extrapolations of the energy confinement times
necessary to go from present experiments to those need
obtain high fusion yield in ITER. In order to increase con
dence in the large extrapolations, dimensionless scaling
guments have been used to express^vc&tE as a unique, but
unknown function of dimensionless parameters.5 The ther-
mal energy confinement time is normalized using the gy
frequency of the hydrogenic ions,vc5eB/(mHA), with B

a!Electronic mail: budny@princeton.edu
b!Present address: Euratom/UKAEA Fusion Association, Culham Scie

Center, Abingdon OX 14 3EA, United Kingdom.
5031070-664X/2000/7(12)/5038/13/$17.00
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the toroidal magnetic field, andA the profile of the isotopic
mass of the thermal hydrogenic ions, defined in the App
dix. Here^•••& indicates a volume average.

A simple form for the unknown function is a produc
such as:

^vc&tE}^r* &2a^b&2b^n* &2c^A&2d. ~1!

Herer* is the ion-gyroradius normalized by a scale leng
b is the normalized thermal pressure, andn* is the normal-
ized ion collisionality. The plasma minor radius,a, is gener-
ally used for the normalizing scale length.

The values for the volume averages are often appro
mated using the total electron number,Ne and the total ther-
mal energy,Wth , i.e., ^r* &}AAWth /(NeB), ^b&}Wth /B2,
and ^n* &}Ne

3/Wth
2 .

The form of Eq.~1! assumes the Kadomtsev constrain6

that the Debye scale is irrelevant. Also it uses the con
nient, but not theoretically justified assumption that the
mensionless parameters enter as a product of powers. A
tional dimensionless parameters could be expected to
significant. One example is the ratioTi /Te . Equation~1! is
generally used for ELMy H-mode plasmas in whichTi

'Te . We discuss deviations fromTi5Te below. Strictly,
Eq. ~1! is valid only if all other dimensional parameter
apart from those in Eq.~1! are held constant.

This dimensionless scaling approach has had succe
fitting the results for̂ vc&tE of a large set of ELM-free and
ELMy H-mode discharges.7 Typically regression analysis i

ce
8 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Fit parameters for̂ vc&tE in Eq. ~1!.a

Dimensionless parameter ^r* & ^b& ^n* & ^A&
Fit values A B c d

Many Tokamaks~Ref. 7! 12.88 10.68 10.09 21.03
JET dataset 12.2760.29 20.1860.27 10.0560.11 20.6260.13

a^vc&tE}^r &2a^b&2b^n &2c^A&2d.
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applied to ‘‘Engineering’’ parameters such as the heat
power, major radiusR, minor radiusa, and plasma curren
I p . Then these scalings in engineering parameters are
verted to scalings in the dimensionless parameters. The
ponents in Eq.~1! from a regression analysis of ELMy plas
mas in many tokamaks7 are shown in Table I. A previous
comparison~Ref. 7! of the JET ELMy results with the many
tokamak results indicated that JET has a much weaker s
ing in ^A&, with ^vc&tE}^A&0.16.

Although our database, discussed below, is not o
mized for studying global scaling, we performed regress
to find the powers in Eq.~1!. The scaling has smaller mag
nitudes for the powers than the many-tokamak result,
with a larger scaling in̂A& than that in Ref. 7. The definition
of tE and other parameters used here are given in the
pendix. Our result for̂vc&tE is also shown in Table I. Large
relative errors on our fit, calculated using the stand
Analysis of Variation~ANOVA ! expression,8 are indicated.
The results from our local transport analysis over a restric
range of radii given below also disagree with these glo
confinement scalings.

Several complications could explain these differenc
JET results suggest a separate scaling for the core and
estal. An example of such a fit, given in Ref. 9, is

^vc&tE}^r* &23~11c^r* &2/^bn&
2!, ~2!

wherebn is defined in Eq.~A8!. This has the scaling of a
gyro-Bohm core and Bohm pedestal. Also there are amb
ities in the volume averaging, especially forn* , whose pro-
file has relatively large values near the axis and edge. O
possible causes of these disagreements are given in the
cussion section.

The exponents of̂r* & in Table I are between22 and
23, the values corresponding to Bohm and gyro-Bohm s
ing respectively. Since ITER will require a large extrapo
tion to lower values ofr* compared with the values in JET
the scaling of̂ vc&tE with r* is crucial. To understand con
finement better, and to test theories, we also need to k
the local confinement.

A series of experiments were conducted in JET to stu
the scaling of ELMy H-mode plasmas. This paper reports
the local transport analysis of about 50 of these plasmas.
show that although the transport coefficients do not have
shapes given by the Bohm or gyro-Bohm dependencies,
can be fitted over much of the plasma radius using lo
dimensionless parameters in analogy with Eq.~1!. Prelimi-
nary results for the scaling of the transport coefficients at
half-radius were reported in a previous paper.10 This paper
nloaded 08 Aug 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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extends that study in several ways:~1! A larger number of
discharges are studied, and~2! transport over a wide range o
radii are included.

Section II summarizes the various types of H-mode
periments in JET. Section III describes the measureme
used, the TRANSP analysis code, and discusses the accu
of the TRANSP results. The accuracy needs to be establis
since TRANSP results, such as forA and the transport coef
ficients, are used in the later analysis. Examples of
TRANSP simulations of the time evolution of the stored e
ergy and the neutron emission rate are given. Section
discusses results for transport coefficients. Section V
scribes the database of profile results at a typical qu
steady time from each plasma. Ranges of parameters
accuracy of the simulations across the dataset are discu
Section VI gives results from the regression analysis of
empirical fit for transport coefficients in terms of local d
mensionless parameters. There is a trend for reduced tr
port with increasingb, which is consistent with a new ion
temperature gradient~ITG! simulation. The increase in trans
port with collisionality is in qualitative agreement with th
theory of collisional damping of zonal flows. In Sec. VII w
briefly discuss implications for ITER. Section VIII discuss
the results. The Appendix defines some of the express
we use.

II. EXPERIMENTS

H-mode plasmas in JET can be classed as Hot-
ELM-free, or ELMy. Low target densities and sufficien
heating powers produce Hot-ion H-modes withTi@Te .
Higher target densities and/or lower heating powers prod
the ELMy H-modes withTi.Te . Generally the ELM-free
plasmas evolve into ELMy plasmas during the pulse. T
JET experiments to study these ELMy plasmas can
grouped into three classes:

~1! L→H power threshold studies. Experiments have inv
tigated the dependence of the heating power threshold
A andB. The threshold has a strong dependence onA. In
experiments in which the heating power is near t
threshold, the ELM frequency decreases as the powe
increased.11 These ELMs are classified as Type III tra
sition ELMs. The confinement in these is lower than th
of discharges displaying the standard Type I ELM
common in class~2!;

~2! r* scaling. In these experiments,r* is varied by varying
eitherA, B, power, or the density;

~3! identity experiments. These experiments construc
plasmas that are dimensionally identical to plasm
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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formed in the ASDEX-Upgrade, DIII-D, and Alcato
C-Mod tokamaks.12 The goal of these studies is to che
the dimensional scaling.

This paper focuses on the class~2!, r* plasmas. All of
the plasmas were formed using the Mk-IIa divert
configuration.13 We exclude plasmas formed with other d
vertor configurations since those have different characte
tics.

III. DATA AND ANALYSIS

We used the TRANSP plasma analysis code14 to analyze
more than 50 of the JET ELMy H-mode discharges. A d
cussion of earlier uses of TRANSP to analyze JET plasm
is contained in Ref. 15. TRANSP is an interpretative co
making maximal use of measurements and minimal assu
tions. All the JET plasmas used in this study have measu
profiles for Ti , Zeff , and the toroidal rotation rate,v tor .
These profiles were measured during the neutral beam in
tion ~NBI! phase using charge-exchange spectroscopy.16 For
some of the plasmas, we extended theTi and v tor data out
towards the edge using measurements from an edge spe
copy system.17

We give examples of measured profiles for the D
plasma 42 982 with record fusion energy yield,WDT

522 MJ ~Ref. 2! since this plasma is especially interesti
as an ITER prototype. Waveforms, in Fig. 1, show that re
tively high performance was sustained for more than f
seconds. The ratio of fusion power to auxiliary heati
power wasQDT50.18, and the ratio of thermonuclear fusio
power to auxiliary heating power wasQDT

tn 50.07.
Measured profiles are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Char

exchange spectroscopy profiles are shown in Fig. 2. TheTe

profiles used are those measured by the Light Detection
Ranging ~LIDAR ! system.18 Generally plasmas withB
greater than about 2 T haveTe profiles measured by electro
cyclotron emission as well, but since we include plasm
with B as low as 1 T inthis study, we used the 5 Hz LIDAR
measurements for all the plasmas to avoid systematic di
ences between the two measurement techniques. An exa
of measuredTe andne profiles are shown in Fig. 3. Forne

we use profiles synthesized from the LIDAR and interfero
etry measurements.19 These profiles are normalized in sha
by the LIDAR profiles.

TRANSP computes transport coefficients by compar
calculated fluxes with gradients of plasma profiles. Typica
TRANSP models profiles using 20 zones equally space
the variablex[Anormalized toroidal flux which is approxi
mately equal to the normalized minor radius of the flux s
face, r /a. Although TRANSP has recently been upgrad
with the option to model 50 zones, the 20 zone option
adequate for this study.

In order to get relatively smooth transport coefficien
from gradients, and to average over channel-to-channel
tematic variations, we smoothed these measured profile
the radial variable with a width ofx<0.15. We also
smoothed the profiles in time with a 150–300 ms averag
window to average through sawteeth and ELMs.

The total hydrogenic influx from the wall and scrape o
Downloaded 08 Aug 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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region, Shyd, is estimated from one of the measuredHa

emission waveforms. Particle confinement times such aste

andt i are computed from the radial particle fluxes such as
the electrons,Ge and thermal hydrogenic ions,Ghyd. The
profile of Ghyd is well determined numerically by the mea
suredne , Zeff , and computed particle sources, but the re
tive GH , GD , andGT profiles need an additional constrain
Such a constraint was developed for modeling Tokamak
sion Test Reactor~TFTR! supershots, and is also success
in modeling the JET plasmas, and is used here. An exp
diffusivity and relative pinch velocities are assumed for t
hydrogenic species. This relative pinch velocity is assum
to be proportional to the inverse of the isotopic mass. Ju
fication is indicated simply by the ability to simulate th
measured total neutron emission rate as well as the cho
14 MeV neutron emission profiles, as shown below.

The computed particle confinement times are in
ranges,te /t i.1.1–1.5 andt i /tE.0.5–1.9. The relative
fractions of H, D, and T inShyd are adjusted in the TRANSP
input sets to get approximate agreement with the meas
emission rates. These fitted fractions are in rough agreem
with the species fractions measured in the edge and sc
off. For instance, the T fraction depends on the fraction o
in the NBI in the pulse and recent previous pulses. The fit
fraction is typically a few per cent in plasmas witho
T-NBI.

Examples of TRANSP results for the plasma with t
recordWDT are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The measured a
calculated stored energies and the neutron emission rate
shown in Fig. 4. The 14 MeV neutron emission rate profi
are also measured.20 A comparison of the TRANSP simula
tion and measurement is shown in Fig. 5. The sensitivity
the simulations to measurement uncertainties is indicate
the figures.

IV. TRANSPORT RESULTS

Several different transport coefficients are often used
describe measurements. Definitions are given in the App
dix. Generallyx i and xe are defined by subtracting the io
and electron particle fluxes. Since there is some uncerta
in the calculation of the particle convection flux, we consid
alsox itot defined to include both the convective and condu
tive transport, defined in Eq.~A3!, and xeff defined in Eq.
~A4!. The convection is calculated to be relatively small e
cept near the edge, sox i tot.x i .

For the ELMy plasmas,xeff is determined more accu
rately than eitherx i or xe separately. It is difficult to resolve
x i andxe whenTi'Te , as is typical for the plasmas studie
here. Only global, not local measurements of the radiat
emission profiles are available for the plasmas studied in
paper; this lack of more detailed information increases
uncertainty in determiningxe . Typically, the TRANSP mod-
eling givesxe roughly one-halfx i near the mid-radius (x
[0.5).

An example ofxeff for theWDT522 MJ plasma is shown
in Fig. 6. This figure shows the variability typically seen
JET ELMy plasmas. The results near the center are cho
due to sawteeth effects and the relatively flat profiles hav
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 1. Waveforms for the JET ELMy plasma withWDT522 MJ. The steady-state NBI consisted of 11 MW T-NBI and 10.6 MW D-NBI. The plasma cur
was 3.8 MA and the toroidal field was 4 T.bn reached 1.3 andne reached 60 percent of the Greenwald limit. The ratios of the global energy confinemen
and the ITER-89 and ITER-97 values are shown. The transition to H-mode occurs just before 12 s. The ELMy phase starts around 12.4 s, and con
17 s when the NBI power ramp down started. The analysis time selected here is 14.7 s, just before a sawtooth crash at 14.77 s.
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near-zero gradients. The results near the edge are unce
due to uncertainties in the convection, which is largest in
edge due to neutral influx from the scrape off region. T
profiles are relatively smooth and constant in time near
mid-radius, and so we restrict our attention to the reg
0.3,x,0.7. xeff is compared with other transport coeffi
cients in Fig. 7. The Bohm, gyro-Bohm, neoclassical, a
empirical fit values are given for reference, and are discus
below.

V. DATABASE FOR REGRESSION ANALYSIS

A profile database was constructed from the TRAN
output at one relatively quiescent time during the auxilia
heating phase in each pulse. The plasmas in the data
were selected to have an approximately constant ratio
B/I p with B @T# and I p @MA # varied between 1 and 4. Th
safety factor at the boundary,q1, was restricted to the rang
3.8– 4.2. The NBI power ranged between 4 and 22 M
Some of the plasmas had ion cyclotron resonance hea
~ICRH!, but we restricted the dataset to those with ICR
power less than 20% of the neutral beam power to minim
effects of the uncertainties modeling the ICRH power de
sition. The range ofTi /Te within the region 0.3,x,0.7 is
0.7,Ti /Te,1.3.

Since the Type I and III ELMy phases have differe
confinement, we eliminated those identified as Type III. F
some of the plasmas, especially those with H-NBI, it is d
ficult to determine if the ELM phase is Type I or III. Bot
Downloaded 08 Aug 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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Type III and transition ELMs have relatively high ELM fre
quencies, so we eliminated plasmas with ELM frequen
greater than 150 Hz. Our results are not sensitive to the v
used for this cutoff.

The profiles of the isotopic mass of the thermal hyd
genic species~omitting fast NBI and ICRH ions! A, defined
in the Appendix Eq.~A5!, ranged from approximately 1–3
Values of the Troyon-normalized thermalbn , defined in Eq.
~A8! ranged between 0.6 and 2.3, and the central value
the Mach number of the measured carbon toroidal rota
velocity, Mc ranged from 0.7 to 1.8. The values comput
for the hydrogenic Mach number,Mh are reduced by two
effects: The hydrogenicTi is slightly less21 than the mea-
sured carbonTi and the hydrogenicA is used instead of 6 for
carbon. The central values ofMh ranged from 0.05 to 0.8
and the values at the half-radius ranged from 0.2 to 0.5
shown in Fig. 8. The database shows a tendency for th
values to increase withA, but to be relatively constant a
constantI p .

One of the important parameters that needs to be c
puted is the energy of the fast ion species. Some of the h
ing power can heat the fast ions and some of the heat is
by the fast ions. Only the thermal energy and energy los
are used fortE , Eq. ~A1! and the transport coefficients. Th
fraction of the total energy carried by the fast ions is ty
cally 5–20 percent, but is as high as 45 percent for sev
plasmas in the database.

The degree of accuracy of the TRANSP modeling acr
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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5042 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 12, December 2000 Budny et al.
the data base is indicated in Fig. 9, where the ratios of
TRANSP simulations and measurements are plotted. Mos
the simulations have total energy within ten percent of
measured values, and total neutron emission rates w
thirty percent on the measured values. In the case of
H-NBI plasmas, there is considerable uncertainty simulat
their neutron emission rates due to the extreme sensitivity
the trace amounts of D and T entering these plasmas f
the walls. Likewise, the neutron emission rates from
D-only plasmas depends sensitively on the T influx from
walls.

There is a systematic trend for TRANSP to underpred
the measured energy at loŵb& and to overpredict at high
^b&. This is shown in Fig. 10. The plasmas with the high
^b& have the lowestI p and have mode activity such as fis

FIG. 2. Ti , toroidal rotation frequency,v tor , andZeff measured by charge
exchange spectroscopy. The measurements from the central charg
change system extend to a major radius of 3.75 m. The measurementsTi

andv tor have been combined with the measurements from the edge ch
exchange system. The two systems are in approximate agreement at 3
Downloaded 08 Aug 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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bones or toroidal Alfve´nic eigenmode~TAE!. Such mode
activity probably causes anomalous loss of confinemen
the fast beam ions. Anomalous loss is generally not mode
in TRANSP, explaining at least some the overestimation
^b&.22 The reason for TRANSP underestimating the sto
energy at loŵ b& is not understood. To compensate for th
the regression results for the transport coefficients are sc
by the ratio of the TRANSP to magnetically measured e
ergy values shown in Fig. 10. Without this renormalizatio
the empirical fit values change of order 5 percent.

Ranges of derived physics parameters are shown in F
8, 11–13. The ranges ofr* and A at the mid-radius are
shown in Fig. 11. The values expected for ITER-FDA a
shown for comparison. Note thatI p is relatively low for the
H plasmas, as seen in Fig. 8. The main reason that theI p is
low for the H plasmas is that the available NBI heati
power is much lower with H injection, only 10 MW as op
posed to 20 MW with the D and DT injection. The pow
threshold for the H-mode decreases with isotopic mass
increases withB. Also the centralZeff is relatively high, and
tends to increase withA, as shown in Fig. 12.

There are other covariances among the parameters in
database, as have been described previously.10,23 For in-

ex-
f
ge
m.

FIG. 3. Electron temperature and density measured by LIDAR. These m
surements indicate that the top of the pedestal occurs nearR53.85 m. The
charge-exchange measurements shown in Fig. 2 and the electron-cyclo
emission measurements indicate that the pedestal occurs nearR53.75 m.
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stance, the central electron density,ne(0) is larger at higher
A andI p , and the peaking,ne(0)/^ne&, decreases systemat
cally with A. These are shown in Fig. 13. Thus the electr
density profiles in H plasmas are relatively peaked and th
of T plasmas are flat or even hollow. Also, whenTi'Te ,
b}ner i

2/A. At fixed r /R, n* and b are related, but their
different r /R dependences allow us to separate them in
regression. Ranges of plasma parameters throughout th
tabase are summarized in Table II.

FIG. 4. Comparisons of the measured and calculated stored energy
neutron emission rates. The diamagnetically measured energyWdia agrees
well with the TRANSP simulationWTRANSP during the NBI phase.WTRANSP

includes the transverse component of the fast ion energy from the NBI
ICRH, multiplied by 3/2 and added to the thermal plasma energy.
TRANSP simulated neutron emission rate is dominated by the DT r
which is the sum of the beam–beam, beam–thermal, and thermonu
rates. The ‘‘error’’ bars on the TRANSP simulations indicate the envelo
of separate TRANSP runs in which one of the inputs forTi , Te , ne , v tor ,
or Zeff was varied up or down by 10 percent. The baseline TRANSP run u
the unaltered measurements. The upper and lower bounds onWTRANSPresult
from (160.1)ne . The upper and lower bounds on the TRANSP neutr
emission rate are given by both (160.1)Ti and (160.1)Zeff .
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FIG. 5. The measured and TRANSP-simulated chordal 14 MeV neu
emission rates. Chords 1–9 are from the top view and chords 10–19
from the midplane view. The ‘‘error’’ bar on the TRANSP total indicate
the envelope of simulations of ten additional TRANSP runs for which o
of the inputs was varied up or down by 10 percent, as in Fig. 4. The up
and lower bounds of the envelope results from (160.1)Ti .

FIG. 6. Profiles of xeff versus the radial indexx. defined as x
[Anormalized toroidal flux. Typically large variations in time and radi
are seen near the center, where sawtooth effects are important, and ne
edge, where ELMs are important, and uncertainties of neutral densities
a role. Ten TRANSP runs are overlaid with the baseline run to show
range of simulations gotten by varying inputs forTi , Te , ne , v tor , or Zeff

up or down by 10 percent. The lower and upper profiles result from
60.1)ne . The region between the dashed lines atx50.3 andx50.7 is the
region used for the regression analysis. The corresponding values of m
radius are indicated. The top of the pedestal is nearR53.75–3.85 m.
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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VI. TRANSPORT MODELING

A. Dimensionally correct scaling

Early theory suggested that the local transport coeffic
profiles such asx i should be proportional to either the Boh
or gyro-Bohm expressions. We define the Bohm transp
coefficient asxBohm[Te /(16B) using the historical factor
16. Generally the gyro-Bohm transport coefficient is defin
as xgBohm[Tir* /B. Here and below, the ion temperatu
scale length,LTi[2Ti /(]Ti /]r ) is used for the normaliza
tion for r* . Alternative scale lengths, such asLne

[2ne /(]ne /]r ) are also important in ITG models, butLne

tends to be larger thanLTi for the plasmas we consider, an

FIG. 7. Transport coefficientsx i and xeff compared withxBohm, xgBohm,
xneoclassand the empirical fit toxeff . The empirical fit, Eq.~3!, given byx, is
derived from the whole data set, restricted to 0.3,x,0.7, and applied to
this plasma.

FIG. 8. Range of values of the hydrogenic-ion toroidal Mach number anA
at the half-radius.
Downloaded 08 Aug 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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the smaller scale length is expected to be more relevant
determining the dynamics. As noted above, some of
T-NBI plasmas have hollowne .

For comparison, the profiles ofxBohm, xgBohm, and the
neoclassical transport,24 xneoclasswere shown in Fig. 7. As
can be seen, these simple theoretical profiles are very di
ent from the measured profiles. The plots of the rat
x i /xgBohm and x i /xBohm versus radius show a marked in
crease asx increases beyondx.0.3. Typically x i /xgBohm

increases by about a factor of ten betweenx.0.3 and 0.7.
Regression analysis leading to expressions such as

~1! show a scaling inr* between Bohm and gyro-Bohm
The measured transport at a fixed radius might still scale,
as gyro-Bohm inr* . This could be tested by comparin
plasmas where onlyr* varied, say by varyingA or B. Un-
fortunately the plasma profiles could not be held constan
the JET experiments. For instance,ne tended to increase a
either A or B increased. Even if pairs of discharges whe
only one dimensionless parameter changed cannot be fo

FIG. 9. Range of values of the ratios of the TRANSP-computed and m
sured total neutron emission rates and stored energy. Agreement bet
the measurements and simulations occur at the point~1.0,1.0!. The H-NBI
pulses have very low neutron rates, and the TRANSP modeling dep
sensitively on the small amounts of D and T in the plasmas.

FIG. 10. Range of values of the ratios of the TRANSP-computed and m
sured stored energy versus^b&. The pulses with highest^b& have fishbone
or other MHD activity. Several plasmas with TAE are excluded from t
regression.
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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dimensionless scaling implies that a unique function of
mensionless parameters governs the transport. We as
this function has the form of a product of powers as in E
~1!.

We studied the scaling of the dimensionless ratios
transport coefficients normalized by the productvcLTi

2 ,
which has the dimensions for a conductivity@ length2/time#.
We restricted the fit range of the toroidal flux index, 0.3,x
,0.7, to exclude the central region, where sawtooth effe
cause periodic changes in plasma parameters, and the
region, where ELMs cause periodic changes. This range
cludes eight of the twenty radial zones from the TRANS
symmetrized data for each plasma.

The normalizedx i can be fitted approximately over th
range ofx using the local values of the parameters in t
right-hand-side of Eq.~1!:

x i /~vcLTi
2 !. f i}r

*
1a8b1b8n

*
1c8A1d8, ~3!

Regression gives the values of the powers and their statis
uncertainties given in Table III. The value ofR2 for the fit
from the standard ANOVA expression, is 92 percent. A
the regression fits forf eff , f i tot , etc., forxeff , x i tot , the cross-
field toroidal momentum transport coefficient,xmom, and,

FIG. 11. Range of values in the database of the localr* and A at the
half-radius. The pulses are grouped into ranges ofI p . The values expected
for ITER are in the ranger* '0.001– 0.002 andA'2.5.

FIG. 12. Range of values of the centralZeff and A.
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the effective electron particle transport,De , using the same
fit range and normalization, are given in the table.

The explicit signs of the exponents in Eq.~3! are oppo-
site to those in Eq.~1! since the profiles of the localtE and
xeff are expected to scale roughly as inverses of each ot
The global fits in Table I and our new results in Table
have similar values forr* , andA, but notb, andn* . A plot

TABLE II. Ranges of parameters from the database for regression anal

Parameter Range

R@m# 2.89–2.93
a@m# 0.89–0.93
I p@MA # 0.90–4.0
q1 ~safety factor at boundary! 3.80–4.20
«1 ~inverse aspect ratio at boundary! 0.305–0.324
k1 ~elongation at boundary! '1.63
d1 ~triangularity at boundary! '0.25
PH@MW# 6.0–8.0
PD@MW# 1.0–18.0
PT@MW# 4.0–11.0
PICRH@MW# 0.5–2.5
^b th& 0.005–0.030
bn 0.6–2.3
Ti(0),Te(0)@keV# 2.0–7.0
Ti /Te '0.7–1.3
ne(0)@1020/m3# 0.2–0.9

n̄e /n̄Greenwald
0.28–0.78

A 1.0–3.0

FIG. 13. Range of values of the central electron density and of the elec
density peakedness, defined as the ratio of the central and volume-ave
electron density, and the central isotopic mass, A.
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Dow
TABLE III. Regression analysis results for the fits,f eff , etc. to the transport coefficients. The data for t
effective thermal transfer coefficient,xeff , the thermal ion coefficient excluding convection,x i , and including
convection,x i tot , the effective momentum transport,xmom, and the effective electron particle diffusion,De ,
are normalized by (vcLTi

2 ) as in Eq.~3!.a

Transport coefficient parameters: constant r* b n* A
data fit k8 a8 b8 c8 d8

xeff /(vcLTi
2 ) f eff 4.8560.22 12.4260.04 20.5760.05 10.5460.03 20.9460.06

x i /(vcLTi
2 ) f i 5.7960.22 12.1960.05 20.7560.06 10.7460.03 20.8460.06

x i tot /(vcLTi
2 ) f i tot 6.4460.24 11.9960.05 20.6360.06 10.7160.04 21.0660.06

xmom/(vcLTi
2 ) f mom 5.0160.29 12.5560.06 20.5360.07 10.4360.04 20.9160.08

De /(vcLTi
2 ) f e 4.8960.67 12.6360.13 20.4160.16 10.2360.09 21.3760.18

ax/(vcLTi
2 )5ek8ra8bb8nc8Ad8, where the proportionality constant is written as a power of Euler’s constan
f
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* *
of x i /(vcLTi
2 ) versusf i is shown in Fig. 14. The accuracy o

the fits is best forxeff and decreases descending down Ta
III. The inaccuracy and scatter forDe is relatively large.

We tested the fits by constraining the dataset, hold
one of the four dimensionless parameters approximately c
stant and performing regression on the remaining three
rameters. The resulting scaling is approximately the sam
that given in Table III.

The fits in Table III have the powera8 between the
Bohm value~2! and the gyro-Bohm value~3!, which is more
favorable for ITER-sized reactors. The data include la
variations from a simpler

*
3 scaling expected for gyro-Bohm

This can be seen in Fig. 15, where the ratio (x i /(vcLTi
2 ))/r

*
3

is plotted versusb. Even at fixedb a wide variation is seen
and the hydrogen plasmas tend to have higher value
(x i /(vcLTi

2 ))/r
*
3 than those of the other isotopes. This ra

tends to decrease withb, but may be saturating at highb.
This is discussed further below.

Since it is important to substantiate the decrease withb,
we need to separate the dependences onb and n* . To do
this we show that even ifn* is approximately constant, th
decrease is maintained. The dominant term in the regres
is r* , so we divide out ther* dependence, using a powe
for r* in the range gotten from regression, between the gy
Bohm ~3! and Bohm~2! values, i.e.,r

*
2.35. Figure 16 shows

(x i /(vcLTi
2 ))/r

*
2.35 versus b with n* grouped in three

ranges. The decrease withb is seen for each range ofn* .
Similarly, if the data are grouped byI p , each group shows
the trend to decrease withb. The data with the lowestI p are
high on the cluster in Fig. 16, and those with highI p are low.
Similarly, the ratio (x i /(vcLTi

2 ))/r
*
2.35 shows a systematic

decrease withA and an increase withn* .
The decrease of the fit Eq.~3! with increasingb is in

qualitative agreement with a recent extension of gyrofl
simulation to include electromagnetic effects.25,26 This
theory predicts a decrease of heat flux asb increases up to a
critical value. This decrease may be related to the reduc
of the ~non-linear! growth rate withb, and the increased
coupling with Alfvénic fluctuations. The plot in Fig. 15 sug
gests a leveling-off at highb. The ITG simulations cited
above indicate an increase in heat transport above a cri
b, about half of the ideal magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! b
limit in one case.

The fit Eq.~3! also indicates an increase with increasi
nloaded 08 Aug 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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n* sincec8 is positive. H-mode plasmas in DIII-D also sho
an increase in heat transport27 with n* , xeff

}xBohmn
*
0.4960.08. This range for the power forn* is within

the range 0.4860.03 given in Table III. Many gyrofluid
simulations, including early work28 observe reduced trans
port with increasing zonal flows, which make the radial co
relation length of the microturbulence smaller.29,30The zonal
flows are damped by collisions, so increased collisiona
should correlate with increasedx i or xeff , as observed in
recent gyrokinetic simulations.31

Our database is useful for testing results from gyroflu
and gyrokinetic simulations. For instance, global gyrokine
simulations32 in which r* was varied by varying the simu
lation box size observe that the ratio ofxeff and xgBohm

should saturate only at large values of 1/r* (..200). If
xeff is simply gyro-Bohm without corrections, this rati
should be unity. Figure 17 shows a plot of this ratio for
restricted range ofx and R/LTi . These is a suggestion o
saturation at the highest values of 1/r* .

The measured values ofx i for the plasma with record
WDT are compared with the fit in Fig. 7. The fit profile
shown in that figure as X’s. The comparison shows that t
plasma, at the time chosen, hasxeff slightly larger than av-
erage. Often the fit is in approximate agreement with m
surements even outside the range 0.3,x,0.7 where the fit
was derived.

B. Additional dimensionless parameters

To increase the confidence in the fits, we looked
trends in the ratio ofx i /(vcLTi

2 ) and the fit f i with various
parameters such asB, the electron density peaking facto
and the ELM frequency, normalized usingvc . No clear
trends with these are apparent, although the database
show trends for this ratio to decrease with the Mach num
of the toroidal rotation,Mh , and also with the ratioTi /Te .
These cause some of the spread of the data around the
shown in Fig. 14. In Ref. 10,Mh was used as an additiona
dimensionless parameter for a power fit, generalizing Eq.~3!.
A strong dependence, approximatelyM h

21 , was found. Our
enlarged database shows a similar, strong dependence
Mh is used as a fifth dimensionless parameter. Regres
gives:
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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x i /~vcLTi
2 !}r

*
11.9360.05b20.5960.05n

*
10.5960.03

3A20.4060.07M h
-1.26 0.12. ~4!

Note that ther* dependence has shifted even further
wards the Bohm value, and theb power is weaker, as som
of theb radial dependence is shifted to that ofMh . There is
a strong covariation ofMh with Ti , and a weak covarianc
with b. In fact, regression usingMh in place ofb in Eq. ~3!
gives a fit nearly as good as that in Table III.

One disadvantage of usingMh as a power fit is that such
a fit is not very useful for extrapolations to ITER which
expected to have a relatively small toroidal rotation, and v
ues of Mh lower than JET ELMy plasmas by at least a
order of magnitude.

We attempted to increase the relevancy of an empir
fit that incorporates toroidal rotation by including a corre
tion to Eq.~3! which features a linear dependence onMh . A
decrease ofx i with Mh is expected in recent physics-bas
models33 that indicate that microturbulence, and thusx i , is

FIG. 14. ~Color! Plot of the TRANSP-measured versus the fitted values
x i /(vcLTi

2 ), restricted to 0.3,x,0.7. The pulses with H-, D-, DT-, and
T-only NBI are indicated.

FIG. 15. ~Color! Plot of the normalized (x i /(vcLTi
2 ))/r

*
3 versusb showing

a wide spread at constantb and a tendency to decrease withb. The dataset
is restricted to 0.3,x,0.7 and the isotope of the NBI is indicated.
Downloaded 08 Aug 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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reduced by shear in theE3B rotation caused by the radia
electric field, Er . The equilibrium force balance indicate
that for plasmas strongly rotating in the toroidal directio
the toroidal rotation is the dominant contribution toEr , and
Mh is a good indicator of theE3B shear effect. This effec
is indicated in Ref. 34

x i5x0F12a
uvE3 Bu

gmax
G , ~5!

wherex0 is the prediction without sheared flow,a is a con-
stant of order 1,gmax is the maximum growth rate for the
microturbulence, andvE3 B is the flow shearing rate.

vE3 B on the outer midplane is given30 in terms of the
radial electric field,Er , by

vE3 B5S R2BPol
2

B D ]

]c S Er

RBPol
D.S RBPol

B D ]

]R S Er

RBPol
D .

~6!

fFIG. 16. ~Color! Plot of the normalized (x i /(vcLTi
2 ))/r

*
2.35 versusb with

n* values divided into three ranges indicated. Each range shows a dec
with b. The dataset is restricted to 0.3,x,0.7.

FIG. 17. ~Color! Plot of xeff /xgBohm versus 1/r* . Global gyrokinetic simu-
lations indicate thatxeff /xgBohm should increase with 1/r* , and then satu-
rate at large values of 1/r* >'200. The range of the JET results is re
stricted to 0.3,x,0.7 and 4,R/LTi,6.
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Er can be calculated from the equilibrium force balance
the carbon impurity

Er5vTorBPol2vPolBTor1
1

Zimpenimp
¹~pimp!, ~7!

wherenimp and pimp are the measured impurity density an
pressure (}nimpTimp), andZimp is the charge of the impurity
~6 here!. BPol is calculated by TRANSP solving the poloid
field diffusion. vPol is calculated from neoclassica
theory.24,35 In the region 0.3,x,0.7 of the JET ELMy plas-
mas, the gradient of the pressure term is relatively small
the toroidal rotation term dominates if the poloidal rotation
of the order of the neoclassical value. In this case

Er

RBPol
'

v tor

R
5v tor . ~8!

If the plasmas are far from marginal stability, the maximu
growth rate is expected to scale on the order ofgmax

}kur iv th/ARLTi, so, at constantkur i , the shearing term in
Eq. ~5! should scale as

vE3 B

gmax
}

BPol

B

ARLTi

L tor
Mh'

k«

q

ARLTi

L tor
Mh , ~9!

wherek is the plasma elongation,« is the local inverse as
pect ratio,r /R, and L tor is the scale length of the toroida
rotation.

We attempt to fit our results using

xeff /~vcLTi
2 !' f effF12c

k«

q

ARLTi

L tor
MhG , ~10!

in the range 0.3,x,0.7 with f eff given in Table III. The
ratio (xeff /(vcLTi

2 ))/ f eff does not show a clear trend, i.e
there is too much scatter to determine c. A similar null res
is found for x i using f i . Several mechanisms may expla
this null result:~1! The value ofuvE3 Bu calculated for the
JET ELMy plasmas generally peaks aroundR53.7 m, out-
side the range of our fits and close to the range where
values ofxeff become untrustworthy,~2! the plasmas appea
to be near marginal stability in the range we consider, so
estimate ofgmax is unreliable, and the region further ou
probably is the region determining the ITG stability of th
region we consider.

The arguments given above are sufficiently heuristic t
we cannot make conclusions about the applicability of E
~5!.

C. Alternative dimensionless parameters

In recent flux-tube gyrofluid and gyrokinetic theorie
based on ITG destabilization, the ion heat transport n
marginality can be characterized by a gyro-Bohm express
multiplying a threshold factor

x i}r i
2g lin , ~11!

with

g lin5~v th /R!~R/LTi2R/Lcrit!2auvE3 Bu, ~12!
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whereLcrit is the critical value ofLTi , anda is an unknown
constant of order unity. Thisg lin is similar to thegmax in the
previous Section, but with the shearing rate subtracted, l
ering the transport. The first term in Eq.~12! gives x i

}xgBohm. A large reduction ofx i from xgBohm would be
expected ifg lin is small, and increasingvE3 B would imply a
further reduction.

ITG simulations of a simple ELMy H-mode plasma36

predict thatR/Lcrit is around 5. The plasma was assumed
have a circular geometry,Ti5Te , Zeff51, and adiabatic
electrons. The simulations further predict thatx i should in-
crease rapidly asR/LTi increases aboveR/Lcrit , and should
be zero~no anomalous transport! for the linearly stable pro-
files with R/LTi below R/Lcrit . Generally, ITG simulations
indicate thatLcrit has a complicated dependence on plas
conditions. The results from our database show thatx i tends
to increase by a factor of about 2 to 3 in the regionR/LTi

53 – 6. The values forx i /Ti
1.5 increase by an order of mag

nitude, but thatx i remains large, withx i /xneoclass.10 even
down toR/LTi as low as 1.

The uvE3 Bu term in Eq.~12! is estimated to be relatively
small in the region 0.3,x,0.7. Furthermore, it shifts the
threshold to higher values, the wrong direction to reconc
the observation of largex i at low R/LTi . One theoretical
possibility of sustaining active transport dynamics for li
early stable average profiles has been discussed in the
text of self-organized criticality~SOC!.37 This indicates that
comprehensive nonlinear simulations are needed to inve
gate whether non-zero initial turbulence could be se
sustained for linearly stable profiles.

There are many alternative sets of dimensionless par
eters that could be used in place of Eq.~3!. For instance,
even though the ratioTi /Te deviates by unity by only 30
percent in the region we study,x i tends to decrease as th
ratio increases. A decrease is expected from ITG the
Other parameters that vary radially, even though they
approximately constant for each of the plasmas in the d
set, could effect the transport. Examples areq and «. For
instance, we find a good fit forx i /(vcLTi

2 ) usingr* , n* , A,
q, and«. Again, ther* power is close to the Bohm value

VII. IMPLICATIONS FOR ITER

The empirical fits for JET ELMy plasmas in Table I
can be applied to ITER plasmas. We compare our empir
fit with the xeff values calculated for two simulations of sta
dard ITER-FDA plasmas yielding a fusion power ofPDT of
1.5 GW.38 One of the simulations has relatively broa
plasma profiles and the other has relatively peaked pla
profiles. The electron density peaking,ne(0)/^ne&, are 1.0
and 1.5, respectively. In the range 0.3,x,0.7, these ITER
plasmas have smallr* and n* and largeb compared with
the JET plasmas.

We compared the JET empirical fit Eq.~3! to xeff with
those calculated in Ref. 38 For the broad ITER plasma,
empirical fit is lower by a factor of 2 or more, and for th
peaked plasma, it is lower by more than a factor of 5. Th
the values ofx i and xeff required for the ITER simulations
are conservative. Several cautionary notes must be con
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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ered:~1! the reduction of transport with increasingb shown
in Fig. 15 is not expected to continue with increasingb; ~2!
if the Mach number plays an important role, ITER mig
require considerable current drive to achieve good confi
ment.

VIII. DISCUSSION

We have derived empirical fits for energy, momentu
and particle conduction coefficients which are generali
tions of the empirical fits previously given for^vc&tE . Our
results show that the form of dimensionless parameter
Eq. ~3! gives approximate empirical fits to the transport c
efficients in quasi-steady state conditions, near the m
radius. The fits have trends inb and n* expected by ITG
theory. The scaling inr* lies between the Bohm and gyro
Bohm values.

For the fits in Table III, the transport coefficients andr*
are normalized usingLTi as the scale length instead of th
minor radius,a, as often used. The choice ofLTi is more
appropriate as a local parameter. However, one complica
is that LTi and r i show correlations. Higher performanc
plasmas have lowerLTi and higherr i . If transport coeffi-
cientsx i , etc. are normalized byvca

2, andr i is normalized
by a, regression on our database gives an analogousf i , etc.
which differ from those in Table III by having considerab
larger ANOVA errors and higher values of ther* powera8,
close to or above the gyro-Bohm value,~2.6–4.2!. The val-
ues ofb8 are even more negative,2~1.1–1.6!.

Although we find an approximate fit to the JET results
the form of factored powers in Eq.~3!, A considerable varia-
tion around the fit remains, as indicated in Fig. 14. Also th
remain trends in other dimensionless parameters, such
the local Mach number, as noted in Sec. VI B. The fits s
gest that the factored power form may not be very accur
with, for instance, deviations at largeb, shown in Figs.~15
and 16!. The fits also suggest that the variations inA andn*
are more complicated than that of a simple power.

The scaling of the localvctE andvcLTi
2 /xeff are naively

expected to have a similar scaling. Our database does
confirm this. The global expressions in Tables I and III
have roughly similar scalings in the parametersr* , andA,
but not inb or n* . Causes for the differences could be d
to: ~1! Possible different scaling of the pedestal and c
regions, ~2! the Monte Carlo methods used in TRANS
gives a more accurate calculation of the fast-ion ener
which must be subtracted to calculate thetE , ~3! different
methods of calculatingA are used, and~4! different defini-
tions of the dimensionless parameters, such asn* are used.

The empirical fits to the transport coefficients are use
for summarizing results from the JET ELMy H-mode expe
ments and for extrapolating to other tokamaks. The fits ar
approximate agreement with plasmas from the JET iden
experiments, which were excluded in the regressions
gave the fits. These include plasmas withI p as low as 0.8
MA and B as low as 0.8 T. The empirical fit~excluding the
toroidal rotation! shows that the values forxeff computed for
ITER-FDR plasmas near the mid-radius, in steady state
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rather conservative. The empirical fit is lower than the ITE
xeff by more than a factor of 2.

The JET empirical fits may shed light on the degradat
of confinement with increasing density. The rat
(x i /(vcLTi

2 ))/r
*
2.35 tends to decrease withn̄e /n̄Greenwald, but

the empirical fit in Table III does not. Thus variation o
transport withn̄e /n̄Greenwaldappears to be accounted for b
the changes in the local dimensionless parameters in Eq.~3!.

There are systematic trends for the TRANSP simulatio
to underpredict the stored energy at low^b& and to overpre-
dict at high^b&. The transport coefficients have been sca
by the ratio of the TRANSP simulated and magnetically d
termined energy. Without this renormalization, the empiri
fit values change of order 5 percent. For instance, the po
of r* shifts slightly further towards the Bohm value.

Several important caveats must be remembered. Th
are a number of covariances among plasma parameters i
JET experiments. Such covariances make it difficult to i
late causes in the scalings. Also alternative dimension
parameters such asTi /Te can be used to derive good empir
cal fits. Therefore, our results are an existence proof
dimensionless parameters in the form of Eq.~3! give an ap-
proximate fit to the data instead of a strong proof of t
specific scalings.
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APPENDIX: FORMULAS AND UNITS

The thermal energy confinement is defined as

tE5Wth /Ploss, ~A1!

where Ploss is the power loss from the thermal plasma v
conduction, convection, radiation, and net charge-exchan

The usual ion and electron heat conductivities are
fined by subtracting the particle convection from the therm
heat fluxes

qi[2x ini~]Ti /]r !1 3
2 G iqe[2x ine~]Te /]r !1 3

2 Ge .
~A2!

The effective thermal heat conductions are defined
include both the convective and conductive transport.

qi[2x i totni~]Ti /]r !qe[2xetotne~]Te /]r !. ~A3!

The one-fluid or effective thermal energy transport co
ficient, xeff is defined from the electron and thermal ion he
fluxes, in analogy with Eq.~A3!

qi1qe[2xeff@ni~]Ti /]r !1ne~]Te /]r !#. ~A4!

The profile of the isotopic mass of the thermal hydr
genic species is given by

A5
~nH12nD13nT!

~nH1nD1nT!
. ~A5!
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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The hydrogenic ion gyroradius, (}A(Ti /A)/vc), is
given by

r i54.7•1024A~ATi !/B@m#, ~A6!

with Ti in keV and the toroidal fieldB in Tesla. We use
r* 5r i /LTi .

The localb is the normalized thermal pressure given

b59.8•105@neTe1niTi #/@8p^B2&#, ~A7!

where^B2& is the volume average over the entire plasma
the square of the vacuum toroidal andne is in units of
1020/m3. The normalizedbn is given by

bn5^b&/~ I p /~aB!!, ~A8!

where a is the minor radius.
n* is the ion collisionality, normalized with the bounc

frequency and the toroidal connection length, given byq, the
local safety factor times the major radius,R. We use a simple
expression, with a constant value for the Coulomb Log

n* 57•1024@qRZeffne#/@«3/2Ti
2#, ~A9!

where« is the local aspect ratio of the minor and major rad
r /R.
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